BENEFITS OF INSTALMENTS
At the time of purchasing property it is important to decide that a person wants to pay in cash total
amount or one wish to purchase a property in instalment payment.
1. Factors related to locality and region
1.1 Emergency or the use of the property
1.2 The gestation period or ripping period of the property
1.3 Need of the use of property
1.4 Development of surroundings and price escalation
1.5 Project taking place near by
2. Personal Factors
2.1. Interest in property
2.2. Regional or personal factors with the region
3. Factors related to the Financial Impact
3.1. Interest rate of the Loan
3.2. Down payment of the loan
3.3. Duration of the loan period
3.4. Monthly instalment or EMI
3.5. Effective inflation rate
Financial factor always plays a significant role. Therefore, it is also essential statically, that what is real
benefit and what a person gets by making deferred payment of a property and choosing an option of
loan. A small working is attached herewith to show this fact.
While arriving to the statistics following observations are made. A person has a two choice he can buy
a property worth 9.6 Lack either in cash or in the instalments (Rs. 20,000 in present case). Benefit in
the purchasing in cash is he can save interest burden (0% in the present case) and need of down
payment (0% in the present case). On other hand he can save a net payment by paying instalments at
a later date (inflation effect, say 10% in present case). The payment at later date will have lesser time
value of money. i.e. today’s money will have high buying power compared to tomorrow and viceversa. Besides this he is also saving a simple monthly banking interest on the amount of money that
he decides to pay at a later date (5% banking interest in this case). Combining all this benefits a net
effective payment for the purchase of property would be significant, as shown under.

